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Abstract 
 
This paper provides an overview of the tasks carried out 
within the AROMA project on implementation aspects of 
Radio Resource Management (RRM), Common RRM 
(CRRM) and Coordinated Access Resource Management 
(CARM) algorithms over UTRAN/GERAN/WLAN 
networks.  
 
I. Introduction 
 
One of the tasks carried out within AROMA deals with 
algorithm implementation aspects. Under this task, the 
implementation feasibility of different RRM (Radio 
Resource Management), CRRM (Common RRM) and 
CARM (Coordinated Access Resource Management) 
algorithms proposed in the project, together with some 
RRM/CRRM proposals already developed under its 
predecessor project EVEREST, have been analysed. 
 
A basic methodology aimed at defining a systematic process 
valid to move from conceptual algorithms proposals 
towards their implementation has been reported in  [1]. The 
proposed methodology is intended to be used as a generic 
framework accounting for the main items to be dealt with 
when addressing implementation feasibility studies in 
AROMA.  The proposed methodology comprises the 
following items: 
 
1. Algorithm selection 
2. Functional description of the algorithm 
3. Development of practical implementation 

approaches and identification of critical aspects. 
4. Performance assessment for practical 

implementations. 
5. Potential algorithm enhancements and/or new 

system capabilities requirements 
 
Attending to this methodology, practical implementation 
aspects of specific algorithms, or sets of algorithms having 
similar implementation requirements, have been analysed in 
accordance to the current status of standardisation (i.e. 
3GPP, IEEE 802 and IETF specifications). In particular, the 
development of practical implementation approaches (item 
3 within the proposed methodology) has been targeted to 
identify the main building blocks in terms of: 
 
• Availability of the information and measurements for 

the decision-making process of a given algorithm in the 
network element where the logic is allocated. 

• Availability and triggering of appropriate execution 
mechanisms required to enforce decisions in all 
involved network elements. 

 
From such analysis, in some cases, new requirements and 
system capabilities needed to effectively support the 
considered algorithms not currently supported in the 
standards have been identified (item 5 within the proposed 
methodology).  In such cases, specific contributions to 
3GPP standardizations bodies have been proposed to 
overcome the identified limitations on the basis of the 
project results  [2],  [3]. As well, some algorithm 
enhancements have been introduced attending to practical 
considerations arisen when carrying out the entire process. 
As a matter of fact, conducted studies within AROMA have 
put more effort on developing items 3 and 5 of the proposed 
methodology while a lower attention has been paid to item 4.   
 
Next sections provide main relevant outcomes arisen from 
the different studies that have been addressed to analyse key 
implementation issues related to specific RRM, CRRM and 
CARM algorithms. 
 
II. RRM implementation aspects 
 
Although main focus has been on the analysis of CRRM 
and CARM algorithms implementation aspects, some 
studies have also been conducted to endorse relevant 
proposed RRM mechanisms within UTRAN networks.  
 
In this sense, main implementation aspects for a MBMS 
(Multicast Broadcast Multimedia Service) RRM switching 
algorithm between point-to-point (p-t-p) and point-to-
multipoint (p-t-m) transmission were addressed and 
reported in  [4]. The functional description of the algorithm 
was first proposed in section 4.3.3 of deliverable D12, 
jointly with a performance analysis. Then, in the 
implementation analysis, it was discussed how the 
Controller RNC (CRNC), where the MBMS switching 
algorithm would be executed, can make use of existing 
procedures and reporting mechanisms to obtain all the 
necessary power-related information in order to determine 
the best MBMS transmission type, so that the content 
reaches the UE with the minimum radio resources involved. 
Main results from this activity concerning MBMS have 
been also acknowledged by 3GPP, in the technical report 
devoted to summarize RRM strategies for the UMTS 
system  [5]. 
 
In a similar way, a RRM algorithm initially proposed within 
EVEREST project has also been analysed from an 
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implementation point of view  [6]. The selected algorithm is 
a prioritization algorithm considering two user profiles 
(business and consumer) and different service types so that, 
under high load situations in a UTRAN network, network 
capacity is preferentially assigned to business users 
demanding voice service. This algorithm could be executed 
at RNC with the measurement reports periodically provided 
by the users and with the information about the load factor 
of each Node B in downlink. A trade-off between the 
"importance" of the user class and the "importance" of the 
class of service should be found because applying this 
algorithm in a repetitive way will cause a dramatically 
decrease or even disappearance of connections on the rest of 
services  [7].  
 
III. CRRM implementation aspects. 
 
Different CRRM algorithms have been proposed in 
AROMA for heterogeneous network scenarios comprising 
UTRAN, GERAN and WLAN. These algorithms have been 
functionally described and its performance assessed within 
AROMA's public deliverables  [1] [4] [6] . In this section the 
main considerations and conclusions arisen from the 
implementation analysis of such CRRM algorithm 
proposals are reported. 
 
In a general sense, CRRM algorithms shall incorporate 
different drivers to gear the decision-making process such 
as  [8] [9]: Best radio conditions (e.g. minimum path loss); 
Least radio resource consumption (e.g. interference 
reduction); RAT coverage; Service; Subscription (e.g. user 
profiles); Load Balancing; UE capability (e.g. multimode 
features); Hierarchical cell structures; Network sharing and 
Private networks/home cells. As well, different limitations 
should be taken into account in the decision-making process 
of CRRM  [9] such as: UE battery saving; Network 
signalling/processing load; U-plane interruption and data 
loss and OAM complexity. In this context, AROMA has 
proposed and analysed several specific CRRM algorithms 
that embrace some of the aforementioned drivers and 
limitations to different extent.  
 
Over such a basis, when moving towards implementation 
considerations, the following four aspects have been 
considered as the key CRRM building blocks needed to 
effectively deploy most of considered CRRM strategies: 
 
• Availability of inter-RAT traffic steering mechanisms 

capable to distribute traffic according to the considered 
CRRM strategy within the different coordinated RATs. 

• Inter-RAT measurement reporting from UEs and base 
stations. Some of these measurements shall be used in 
the decision-making process of the CRRM algorithm. 

• Distribution of inter-RAT information to UEs so that 
UEs connected or camping in a given RAT can be 
aware of the existence and characteristics of potential 
cells in other RATs. This information can be used to 
feed autonomous decisions in the terminals (e.g. cell 
reselection) but also to force the reporting of 

measurements for a given cell that could be relevant for 
the CRRM decision.  

• Inter-RAT information and measurements exchanges 
among radio network controllers (i.e. RNC, BSC) or 
equivalent functionality in the different radio access 
networks so that proper coordination can be achieved in 
the network side. 

 
Figure 1 illustrates these four key CRRM building blocks.  
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Figure 1. CRRM Implementation Building Blocks. 

 
Next two subsections analyse the level of support of the 
four identified CRRM building blocks, first, for the case of 
UTRAN-GERAN scenarios. and then, when considering 
WLAN access.  
 
A. CRRM in UTRAN-GERAN. 
 
3GPP specifications already incorporate an important 
support for the deployment of CRRM strategies between 
GERAN and UTRAN. A detailed analysis can be found in 
 [6] where, besides identifying current support for the 
different CRRM building blocks, a discussion is given in 
terms of limitations and pros/cons of some of the existing 
mechanisms specified by 3GPP. TABLE 1 summarizes the 
main aspects of the support of the different CRRM building 
blocks in UTRAN-GERAN networks. 

TABLE 1. Support for the different CRRM building blocks 
in UTRAN/GERAN 

CRRM 
Building 
Blocks 

Mechanisms 

Inter-RAT 
measurements 
from UEs 

UTRAN/GERAN multi-mode terminals can 
measure and report information of cells 
belonging to the system they are not connected. 
• When the UE is connected to UTRAN 

 [10]: GSM carrier RSSI (with or without 
BSIC verification) 

• When the UE is connected to GERAN 
 [11]: CPICH Ec/No, CPICH RSCP 
and UTRAN carrier RSSI (This parameter 
is reported when a frequency without 
scrambling code is included in the 
neighbour cell list) 

 
Inter-RAT 
system 

Both UTRAN and GERAN support the 
dissemination of inter-RAT cell information that 
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information 
distribution to 
UEs.  

is mainly used to control the cell selection and 
reselection process for idle mode terminals and 
to define the set of potential cells involved in 
the measurements reporting process while in 
connected mode.  
• In UTRAN, the information element 

“Inter-RAT cell info list” is used to convey 
information related to GSM cells. 

• In GERAN, the information field used to 
convey UTRAN cells information is 
named "3G Neighbour Cell Description". 

Inter-RAT 
procedures 
relevant for 
traffic 
steering 

3GPP specifications foresee several radio 
procedures that can be exploited by a CRRM 
algorithm to implement inter-RAT traffic 
steering: 
• Inter-system Directed Retry (DR) and 

Inter-system  handover (HO) for 
connected terminals 

• Cell Reselection for idle mode terminals 
• Cell Redirection (CR) for terminals 

switching to connected mode and inter-
RAT redirection upon RRC connection 
release 

Inter-RAT 
information 
and 
measurements 
from radio 
resource 
managers. 

There are basically two main mechanisms to 
exchange specific information and 
measurements among a RNC and a BSC: 
• "Measurements on Common Resources" 

and "Information Exchange" functions 
included within the Iur-g interface.  

• Transparent Containers within inter-
systems procedures. 

The information and measurements exchanged 
are limited so far to  

o Cell Capacity Class Value 
o Load Value 
o RT Load Value 
o NRT Load Information 

Value 
Additionally, a generic mechanism referred to 
as RAN Information Management (RIM) has 
been specified for the exchange of arbitrary 
information between applications belonging to 
the RAN nodes. 

 
Attending to the current support for CRRM deployment in 
UTRAN-GERAN networks, some of the proposed 
algorithms in AROMA and EVEREST projects can already 
be implemented without requiring modifications in the 
specifications. In this sense, in  [6] it is described how a 
RAT selection strategy such as NCCB (Network Controlled 
Cell Breathing)  [12] can be deployed in a heterogeneous 
UTRAN/GERAN network by leveraging some of the 
already standardised capabilities aimed at enabling the 
coordination of both types of access technologies. NCCB 
strategy uses information about UTRAN path loss in the 
CRRM decision making process to decide on the allocation 
to UTRAN and GERAN. The implementation approach 
analysed relies on both directed retry and inter-system 
handover procedures for distributing connected terminals 
between RATs. The proposed implementation approach 
also makes possible in a straightforward way the support for 
service differentiation in the considered RAT selection 
strategy. As well, the implementation of a fittingness-factor 
based CRRM algorithm  [13] is also addressed in  [6] 

showing that only small changes in the inter-RAT 
measurements exchange between controllers may suffice to 
implement this type of algorithm. 

B. CRRM in WLAN and 3GPP. 
 
This subsection addresses the main aspects coming out from 
the analysis of the implementation feasibility of CRRM 
strategies within 3GPP networks (UTRAN/GERAN) and 
WLAN. The detailed analysis can be found in  [6]  where the 
existing support and main trends for RRM within 802.11 
networks is firstly reviewed and then, and analysis is carried 
out to assess the potential support for CRRM under two 
different interworking approches: Interworking WLAN (I-
WLAN) and Generic Access Network (GAN). Both 
interworking approaches were already described in  [14] 
basically in terms of architectural aspects. 
 
As to RRM support in WLAN, up to recently, 802.11 has 
not addressed the problem of RRM in wireless LAN.  
Currently IEEE 802.11k and IEEE 802.11r are the key 
industry standard extensions now in development that will 
facilitate, respectively, the management and maintenance of 
mobile wireless LAN terminals and enable seamless Basic 
Service Set (BSS) transitions in the WLAN environment. 
Both amendments are still under definition. 
 
Focusing on the I-WLAN interworking solution, it is worth 
noting that I-WLAN specifications are independent of the 
underlying WLAN Radio Technology and they are required 
to have a minimal impact on existing WLAN networks. In 
this sense, no specialised 3GPP-related functions (i.e. radio 
network controller or equivalent) have been defined for the 
WLAN Access network and, instead, legacy 802.11 and 
routing solutions suffice to allow the UE being 
authenticated and authorised through the 3GPP System  (e.g. 
802.11X with Extensible Authentication Protocol) as well as 
establishing connectivity with external IP networks (e.g. 
L2/L3 tunnelling solutions), such as 3G operator networks, 
corporate Intranets or the Internet via the 3GPP system. 
Hence, I-WLAN solution does not specifies any support for 
RRM within the WLAN Access Network and, in the same 
way, no support for CRRM is included in terms of inter-
RAT system information, inter-RAT UE measurements and 
inter-RAT mobility management. 
 
On the other hand, the alternative interworking solution 
between WLAN and UTRAN/GERAN enabled by Generic 
Access Network (GAN) was developed to provide access 
directly to the 3GPP core network using a generic IP 
connection. Thus, GAN is really an extension of 
GSM/GPRS mobile services into the customer’s premises 
that is achieved by tunnelling certain GSM/GPRS protocols 
between the customer's premises and the core network over 
a broadband IP network. And WLAN is just one of the 
potential access network technologies that could be 
leveraged to provide GAN access. In such context, an 
analysis if the implementation feasibility of CRRM using 
GAN interworking via WLAN has been conducted 
attending to the four CRRM building blocks identified. 
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TABLE 2 summarises the main aspects of the analysis 
(further details can be found in  [6]). 

TABLE 2. Summary of main aspects related to the support 
of CRRM implementation in WLAN/3GPP 

 
CRRM 
Building 
Blocks 

Mechanisms 

Inter-RAT 
measureme
nts from 
UEs 

-Measurements for GAN cells are “artificial”. UE 
shall report that the GAN cell has the best possible 
receiving level (i.e., GSM carrier RSSI = 63).  
-Measurements for UTRAN/GERAN cells 
(RxLev for GSM and CPICH Ec/No and CPICH 
RSCP for UTRAN) are only sent in the 
“Handover Information" message from UE. This 
message is mainly used to trigger a inter-RAT 
handover from GAN. 

Inter-RAT 
system 
information 
distribution 
to UEs.  

System Information in GERAN/UTRAN 
The GAN “cell” is assigned to a fictitious ARFCN 
and its presence is announced as any other real 
GSM cell in the neighbour list.  
System Information in GAN.  
Obtained by the terminal during the registration 
process and in subsequent registration updates. 
GANC Cell description done according to 3GPP 
TS 44.018. No information about neighbouring 
UTRAN/GERAN cells is provided through 
GANC 

Inter-RAT 
procedures 
relevant for 
traffic 
steering 

Handover to GAN: 
• Triggered by the terminal by means of the 

measurement report procedure in the source 
RAT 

• The RR entity in the source RAT shall report 
that the cell associated with the {GAN-
ARFCN, GAN-BSIC} couple has the best 
possible receiving level (i.e., RxLev = 63).  

• The GAN Controller is seen as a single cell 
so that no information about the particular 
APs in use is available in the source radio 
network controller.  

Handover from GAN: 
• Triggered by the terminal by sending a 

“Handover Information” message. 
• The handover information to the Serving 

GANC indicates the parameters of the current 
connection and a list of candidate target 
UTRAN and GERAN cells, in order of 
preference for handover, and includes radio 
measurements for each identified cell.  

• The choice of the candidate target 
UTRAN/GERAN cells should be done by the 
GANC and is not addressed in the 
specifications. 

 
Inter-RAT 
information 
and 
measureme
nts from 
radio 
resource 
managers 

• GAN specifications do not address any 
interface between GANC and RNC or BSC 
controllers for UTRAN an GERAN 
respectively.  

• Hence, no radio-related measurement 
exchanges (e.g. cell load) are expected to 
happen between GAN access and 
UTRAN/GERAN networks. 

 
 

Attending to considerations arisen in TABLE 2, it is 
interesting to note that GAN access does not impose any 
modification in a potential WLAN access network used to 
offer IP connectivity. Thus, APs in the WLAN network can 
be completely unaware of being part of the infrastructure 
used to offer a GAN service. This means that the 
information sent through the 802.11 air interface (e.g. 
information elements in the beacon frames) does not contain 
any specific GAN information. In the same way, the only 
information that a GANC need to keep about the WLAN 
network is the MAC address of the AP (i.e. AP-ID) that the 
user is connected to. The UE provides the AP-ID to the 
GANC at Registration and reports it on future registration 
update messages. The AP-ID may be used by the GANC to 
support location services or by the service provider to 
restrict GAN access to authorized APs. In  [6], the 
limitations of deploying CRRM RAT selection algorithms 
with GAN has been analysed under some relevant use cases. 
As a result, a set of enablers for enhanced RAT selection 
have been identified for each use case. As concluding 
remarks from that analysis, a list of potential improvements 
to GAN specifications in order to improve 3GPP 
interworking is provided hereafter: 
• Extension of GAN measurement reporting mechanisms 

by e.g.  
o allowing the GANC to request useful information 

about candidate UTRAN/GERAN cells to the 
terminal  

o allowing the terminal to report UTRAN/GERAN 
info at set-up phase 

o allowing the terminal to report GAN cells (by 
events 3B, 3C, 3D or periodic reporting) 

• To include inter-RAT load exchange mechanisms 
between the GANC and the RNC/BSC controllers to be 
able to deploy more advanced RAT selection 
mechanisms considering relevant metrics of the 
UTRAN/GERAN cells and GAN access (e.g. load 
information).  

• To include some kind of directed retry mechanism in 
the GANC to redirect the call to an UTRAN/GERAN 
cell. 

• To allow dynamic RAT selection policies for GAN 
access, supported e.g. with some additional fields 
included in the Registration and Registration Update 
messages, which  could be used to signal to the mobile 
the operator preferences (e.g. don't try to activate voice 
in the GAN). 

 
IV. CARM implementation aspects. 
 
Besides RRM and CRRM algorithms to manage radio 
resources, AROMA has introduced a novel dimension in the 
resource management of RANs by addressing also the 
coordination of the radio and the IP transport layer used 
within the mobile network infrastructure. The functional 
framework resulting from embracing such coordination is 
being referred to as CARM (Coordinated Access Resources 
Management) within the project. In this sense, it is worthy 
to remark that, although IP transport option is considered in 
3GPP networks since Release 5, 3GPP specifications do not 
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specify control plane mechanisms for the IP transport and 
it’s up to the operators to optimize their IP transport 
networks with appropriate resource management solutions.  
 
A. CARM Implementation approaches 
 
Figure 2 provides a general view of the basic building 
blocks that have to be addressed when targeting the 
deployment of CARM algorithms in mobile radio access 
networks with IP transport. Notice that this analysis is not 
restricted to any radio access technology. As shown in the 
figure, radio interface would be managed by specific 
RRM/CRRM algorithms relying on monitoring and 
execution mechanisms (cf. to previous sections for a 
detailed analysis of such mechanisms) while the utilisation 
of transport resources would be operated according to a set 
of Transport Resource Management (TRM) algorithms 
jointly with a specific execution and monitoring 
mechanisms in the IP transport side. Then, over such a basis, 
CARM algorithms should be introduced somewhere to 
coordinate the operation of RRM/CRRM and TRM.   
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Figure 2. General view of the basic building blocks for the 
deployment of CARM algorithms in mobile radio access 

networks with IP transport 
 
Three main implementation approaches has been considered 
to introduce CARM algorithms in the mobile radio access 
network: 
 
CARM Server: 
• CARM logic executed in an external server. 
• A protocol between RRM/CRRM and TRM entities and 

CARM entity to support CARM functionalities have to 
be defined. 

• A TRM entity is unavoidably needed in the transport 
network. In this sense, several proposals exist to 
manage resources in IP Diffserv networks but none of 
them has been widely accepted widely (Bandwidth 
Broker, Resource Management in DiffServ (RMD)) 

• RRM/CRRM support available in considered networks. 
• Time-scale of CARM operation can be critical in terms 

of signaling overhead. 
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Figure 3. Implementation of CARM in a stand-alone server. 
 
Integrated CARM in RRM and TRM: 
• CARM logic is included, distributed, within RRM and 

TRM. No separated CARM entity is needed. 
• Coordination is achieved by means of a set of specified 

procedures (e.g. cell prioritization mechanisms) and 
information/measurement reporting. Thus, there is a 
need to define a protocol between radio and transport 
management entities. 

• A TRM entity still needed in the transport network.  
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Figure 4. Implementation of CARM algorithms integrated 
into RRM/CRRM and TRM. 

 
Integrated CARM only in RRM/CRRM: 
• CARM is supported mainly by enhanced RRM/CRRM 

functions. In this sense, it is worthy to point out that 
RRM/CRRM functions are considered to be an essential 
component in mobile networks that could be leveraged 
to consider transport status information. 

• Transport status is taken into account in the decision 
making process of RRM/CRRM through appropriate 
transport network metrics.  

• No specific TRM entity is needed in the transport 
network. 

• Depending on the availability of execution mechanisms 
in the transport, proper actions can be triggered towards 
TRM (e.g. routing changes, PHB capacity provisioning 
changes). 

• Actions to consider potential transport overload are 
entirely handled by execution mechanisms at the radio 
layer (e.g. cell selection). 
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Figure 5. Implementation of CARM algorithms integrated 
only into RRM/CRRM 

 
From previous implementation approaches, the Integrated 
CARM only in RRM/CRRM is the one that has been 
developed for UTRAN (see details in next subsection). The 
main reason is that this approach does not rely on the 
existence of resource management mechanisms in the IP 
transport network (attending that no proposal for that has 
been widely accepted nowadays) but extends RRM/CRRM 
mechanisms that are deemed indispensable mechanisms 
within such networks.  

 
B. CARM implementation in UTRAN 
 
The purpose of this section is to provide a mapping of the 
CARM implementation to standards and physical 
configurations in the context of a UTRAN network with IP 
transport. Only a summary and the main conclusions are 
given here; the reader can find the details in the annexes in 
 [6]. 
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Figure 6. CARM Implementation in UTRAN 

 
 
Considering an implementation model for CARM according 
to "Integrated CARM only in RRM/CRRM", CARM logic 
would be allocated in the RNC extending current RRM 
functionality. Figure 6 shows the conceptual relationships 
between the CARM supporting entities (RNC in the figure) 
and the radio and transport monitoring mechanisms 
providing the radio and transport metrics. To improve the 
feasibility of the proposed CARM solutions, the 
mechanisms by which these radio and transport metrics are 
obtained should be supported by current radio and transport 
standards. TABLE 3 is a summary of the proposed standard 
frameworks and protocols that can be used to implement 
CARM monitoring and execution mechanisms. 
 

TABLE 3. Summary of the main CARM Building Blocks 
in the context of UTRAN with IP-based transport. 

UTRAN 
CARM 
Building 
Blocks 

Mechanisms 

Radio 
Metrics 

CARM algorithms rely on the availability of the 
same kind of radio metrics already used for RRM 
and potentially CRRM mechanisms. 
Radio-related metrics available at the RNC in 

UTRAN shall be reported from individual UEs 
and from controlled NodeBs.  
The list of available measures at UE and UTRAN 
is specified in  [15] for UTRAN FDD systems. 

Transport 
metrics  

- OSPF (RFC 2328) for learning network 
topology and identify links to monitor 

- SNMP (RFC 3289: SNMP MIB of a DiffServ 
router) for monitoring bottleneck link 
occupations on a PHB basis 

- Measurement Server (alternatively: supported 
at every RNC) for collecting measurements, 
averaging link loads, identify bottleneck links 
and compute per-path metrics 

Execution 
Mechanisms 

The set of procedures that should be used to 
configure radio bearers attending to decisions 
coming from CARM logic are those specified in 
TS 25.331:  
-Reconfigure parameters of established radio 
bearers:  
• Radio bearer reconfiguration 
• Transport channel reconfiguration  
• Physical channel reconfiguration 
• Transport format combination control 

procedure 
-Change the serving cell within UTRAN 
• Active Set Update procedure 
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• Hard Handover procedure 
-Move the connection to other RAT 
• Inter-RAT handover from UTRAN procedure
• Inter-RAT cell change order from UTRAN 

procedure 
 
 
V. Conclusions 
 
This paper provides an overview of the activities carried out 
within AROMA to analyse the implementation feasibility of 
different RRM, CRRM and CARM algorithms proposed in 
the project, together with some RRM/CRRM proposals 
already developed under its predecessor project EVEREST. 
Two major components of the analysis have been: first, the 
assessment of which degree of support exist for the 
deployment of RRM/CRRM/CARM attending to current 
status of standardisation (i.e. 3GPP, IEEE 802 and IETF 
specifications) and second, the identification of new 
requirements and system capabilities not currently 
supported in the standards have been identified in order to 
to be able to effectively support the considered algorithms. 
 
Related to RRM algorithms, main implementation aspects 
for an algorithm to control MBMS switching between p-t-p 
and p-t-m and for a session prioritization RRM algorithm 
initially proposed within EVEREST project has also been 
reported. 
 
Related to CRRM algorithms, a set of CRRM 
implementation building blocks have been identified and 
used as the main points to organise the discussion about 
support of, first, CRRM in UTRAN and GERAN, and 
second, its extension to WLAN networks. 
 
From the analysis of CRRM support in UTRAN-GERAN, it 
has been concluded that some of the proposed algorithms in 
AROMA and EVEREST projects can already be 
implemented without requiring modifications in the 
specifications. In this sense, it has been discussed how a 
RAT selection strategy such as NCCB can be deployed in a 
heterogeneous UTRAN/GERAN network by leveraging 
some of the already standardised capabilities aimed at 
enabling the coordination of both types of access 
technologies. However, it has also been highlighted the 
need to extent the current measurement reporting functions 
between radio network controllers if more advanced CRRM 
algorithms such as the one based on the fittingness factor 
shall be incorporated.  
 
As to CRRM support in WLAN and 3GPP networks, after 
reviewing current support of RRM in 802.11 networks, a 
detailed analysis has been conducted to assess the potential 
degree of support of CRRM under the two main 
interworking approaches: I-WLAN and GAN. Concerning 
I-WLAN, it has been concluded that I-WLAN solution does 
not specifies any support for RRM within the WLAN 
Access Network and, in the same way, no support for 
CRRM is included in terms of inter-RAT system 
information, inter-RAT UE measurements and inter-RAT 
mobility management. Concerning GAN, it is also noticed 

the lake of support for 802.11 RRM within the GAN 
specifications. However, the fact that GAN access is seen as 
a complementary radio access subsystem connected to the 
core network in the same way as UTRAN and GERAN, 
makes possible to consider the deployment of CRRM RAT 
selection algorithms. In this sense, limitations of deploying 
CRRM RAT selection algorithms with GAN has been 
analysed under some relevant use cases and, as a result, a 
set of enablers for enhanced RAT selection have been 
identified for each use case. 
 
Finally, related to CARM implementation aspects, several 
generic implementation models have been described to 
exploit radio and transport coordination in a mobile access 
network without focusing on any particular radio access 
technology. Then, over such a basis, the mapping if a 
particular CARM implementation approach to current 
UTRAN networks and IP standards has been conducted. 
Place conclusions here. 
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